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ABSTRACT 

Humans utiltze land and tis natural resources to fulfil their needs. The over exaloltat1on of nature have 
damaqed both nature and human. Therefore, humans should have standards of conduct which function 
to distinqUish riqht and wronq in utilizmq nature and its natural resources. The standars of conducts in 
util1z1nq nature and enwonmental are called as enwonmental ethics. Riqht and wronq are determined 
by moral va lues believed in certa1n societies. Malays have local erNironmental ethics in view1ng nature 
and envi ronment This research aims to fi nd out environmental ethics 1n Tunj uk AJar Melayu (Malay 
proverbs) Bv analvzinq the text of Tunjuk AJar Melayu, it is found that Malay have stronq 
environmental eth1cs. The principles of environmental ethics 1n Tunjuk /'jar Melayu are based on 
customs. minds. morals. inheritance and rel1qion. These eth1cs suggest people to use land and 1ts 
natural resources based on certain nght behavior and attitudes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

We are currently facin~ the environ menta I cns1s in the local and ~Jabal 
context. Humans think that "nature increasingly hostile". All aspects of human life 
are related to nature and environment. In fact, there are many people exploit nature 
for the sake of economy and they do not care about savin~ nature and environment 
Besides, the activities of savinQ nature and environment are very helpful for human 
life. Therefore, we must continue to engage in activities that aim to save nature and 
environment 

The relationship between culture and environment are very close because 
cultures are used to adopt with nature and environment. It menas that human and 
their cultures are an integral part of the environment" (Sutton and Anderson, 2010: 2) 
Humans keep adapting themselves to the environment where they live. Cultures 
certainly have taught us how care for nature but humans still harm nature. 

The environmental crisis is caused by harmful actions on nature and 
environment Humans have harm nature so that now nature is show its anger to 
humans. We are often taughtto be kind to human beings butwe often neglectsto do 
Qood thinQs to nature so that we are freelvto exploit nature. It is true that nature may 
be utilized by humans. but humans must keep the environmental balance. Our 
neglectfulness to keep enviromental balance causes many disasters. Floods and 
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